Herbrand's theorem is one of the most fundamental insights in logic. From the syntactic point of view, it suggests a compact representation of proofs in classical first-and higher-order logic by recording the information of which instances have been chosen for which quantifiers. This compact representation is known in the literature as Miller's expansion tree proof. It is inherently analytic and hence corresponds to a cut-free sequent calculus proof. Recently several extensions of such proof representations to proofs with cuts have been proposed. These extensions are based on graphical formalisms similar to proof nets and are limited to prenex formulas. In this paper we present a new syntactic approach that directly extends Miller's expansion trees by cuts and covers also non-prenex formulas. We describe a cut-elimination procedure for our expansion trees with cut that is based on the natural reduction steps and show that it is weakly normalizing.
Introduction
Herbrand's theorem [14, 7] , one of the most fundamental insights of logic, characterizes the validity of a formula in classical first-order logic by the existence of a propositional tautology composed of instances of that formula.
From the syntactic point of view this theorem induces a way of describing proofs: by recording which instances have been picked for which quantifiers we obtain a description of a proof up to its propositional part, a part we often want to abstract from. An example for a formalism that carries out this abstraction are Herbrand proofs [7] . This generalizes nicely to most classical systems with quantifiers, in particular to simple type theory, as in Miller's expansion tree proofs [20] . Such formalisms are compact and useful proof certificates in many situations; they are for example produced naturally by methods of automated deduction such as instantiation-based reasoning [18] and they play a central role in many proof transformations in the GAPT-system [11] .
These formalisms consider only instances of the formula that has been proved and hence are analytic proof formalisms, corresponding to cut-free proofs in the sequent calculus. Considering an expansion tree to be a compact representation of a proof, it is thus natural to ask about the possibility of extending this kind of representation to non-analytic proofs, corresponding to proofs with cut in the sequent calculus.
In addition to enlarging the scope of instance-based proof representations, the addition of cuts to expansion trees promises to shed more light on the computational content of classical logic. This is a central topic of proof theory and has therefore attracted considerable attention, see [22, 2, 10, 9] , [24, 25] , or [6] , for different investigations in this direction.
Two proof formalisms manipulating only formula instances and incorporating a notion of cut have recently been proposed: proof forests [13] and Herbrand nets [19] . While some definitions in the setting of proof forests are motivated by the game semantics for classical arithmetic [8] , Herbrand nets are based on methods for proof nets [12] . These two formalisms share a number of properties: both of them work in a graphical notation for proofs, both deal with prenex formulas only, for both weak but no strong normalization results are known.
In this paper we present a purely syntactic approach to the topic. We start from expansion tree proofs, add cuts and define cut-reduction rules, naturally extending the existing literature in this tradition. The result is a rewriting theory of expansion trees with cuts. The main staple of a good rewriting theory is that the syntax should look simple and the reduction rules should be as few and as elementary as possible. When a rewriting system falls short of any of these requirements, reasoning about its combinatorial properties may easily become unwieldy; when it satisfies them, it is always a good sign. Indeed, expansion trees are by design compact strings of symbols, expansion proofs just lists of those trees and the reduction rules that we shall present straightforward manipulation of those lists. This is a novel technical achievement. In fact, graph-based formalisms like proof forests and Herbrand nets allow rather simple mathematical definitions of tree forests and their transformations, but as soon as one tries to write them down syntactically, their rewriting complexity becomes evident. A simple rewriting theory may help to solve the intricate combinatorial problems that arise, like strong normalization.
With respect to proof forests, the main related work, we offer several technical novelties.
Miller's correctness criterion. Expansion trees are just simple collections of witnesses for quantifiers, so not every tree makes logical and semantical sense. Miller's correctness criterion [20] is the most direct known way to express that an expansion tree (list) is sound: it requires a certain acyclic ordering of the tree nodes, it maps the tree into a propositional formula and asks it to be a tautology. Syntactically, the definition of Miller's criterion follows in a straightforward way the tree's shape and the obtained propositional formula matches exactly the tree's number of leaves. Semantically, Miller's criterion states that a list of expansion trees represents a winning strategy in Coquand's backtracking games [8] . Though Heijltjes' correctness criterion was motivated as well by Coquand's game semantics, it represents a different way of extracting a propositional formula from a list of expansion trees: it is constructed from a case distinction on all cuts, rendering the formula's size exponential with the respect to the number of cuts. On our side, we managed to keep Miller's correctness criterion unchanged. As by-product, we also effortlessly obtain a treatment of non-prenex formulas. This avoids not only the distortion of the intuitive meaning of a formula by prenexification, but also the non-elementary increase in complexity that can be caused by prenexification [5] . It also seems possible to extend proof forests and Herbrand nets to non-prenex formulas, but this has not been done in [13] .
Cut-Reductions. Eliminating cuts from expansion proofs resembles a Coquand game between expansion trees, when they are interpreted as strategies. Following this game semantics analogy, one would thus expect, during cut-elimination, to only encounter new trees whose branchings are isomorphic to sub-trees of the original expansion proof. This however does not happen in the theory of proof forests and Herbrand nets: the restructuring performed during cut-elimination is significant and trees eventually become much bigger than the original ones, due to an operation of copying and glueing them together. Though we are not pursuing the game semantics analogy here, we define cut-reduction steps that instead satisfy the mentioned condition. The gain is all about the rewriting theory of expansion proofs: cut-reduction only involves the operations of copying, decomposing, substituting terms and renaming variables applied to subtrees of the original ones.
Pruning and Bridges. In proof forests an unexpected technical issue arises. Cut-reductions create some unwanted "bridges" that cause non-termination of cut-elimination. Therefore, additional restructuring of the forest is needed, this time in terms of scissors, cutting those bridges. Here we show that bridges are not an issue at all and our cut-elimination terminates, regardless of bridges. Again, in this way we avoid an additional layer of rewriting complexity.
Plan of the Paper
In Section 2, we modify Miller's concept of expansion proof in order to also include special pairs of expansion trees, which represent logical cuts. In Section 3, we show that our expansion proofs are sound and complete with respect to first-order classical validity. In Section 4, we define a cut-elimination procedure which transform any expansion proof with cuts into a cut-free one.
Expansion Trees
In this entire paper we work with classical first-order logic. Formulas and terms are defined as usual. In order to simplify the exposition, we restrict our attention to formulas in negation normal form (NNF) and without vacuous quantifiers. Mutatis mutandis all notions and results of this paper generalize to arbitrary formulas. We write A for the de Morgan dual of a formula A. A literal is an atom P pt 1 , . . . , t n q or a negated atom P pt 1 , . . . , t n q. We start by defining Miller's concept of expansion tree [20] . 3. If t 1 , . . . , t n is a sequence of terms and E 1 , . . . , E n are expansion trees with ShpE i q " Art i {xs for i " 1, . . . , n, then E " Dx A`t 1 E 1¨¨¨`t n E n is an expansion tree with ShpEq " Dx A.
Definition 1 (Expansion Trees). Expansion trees and a function
4. If E 0 is an expansion tree with ShpE 0 q " Arα{xs, then E " @x A`α E 0 is an expansion tree with ShpEq " @x A. We recall now the definition of the propositional formula DppEq, which is used to state Miller's correctness criterion for an expansion tree E.
Definition 2.
We define the function Dpp¨q (for deep) that maps an expansion tree to a propositional formula as follows:
DppE i q, and
If E " E 1 , . . . , E n is a sequence of expansion trees, we define DppEq " DppE 1 q, . . . , DppE n q.
Cuts are simply defined as pairs of expansion trees, whose shallow formulas are one the involutive negation of the other. to that aim we will write a cut as C " pE 1 , E 2 q with parentheses instead of curly braces with the convention that E 1 is the positive expansion tree. For a cut C " pE 1 , E 2 q, we define ShpCq " ShpE 1 q which is also called cut-formula of C. We define DppCq " DppE 1 q^DppE 2 q. If C " C 1 , . . . , C n is a sequence of cuts, we define DppCq " DppC 1 q, . . . , DppC n q and ShpCq " ShpC 1 q, . . . , ShpC n q.
Definition 3 (Cut
For each expansion tree we now define the set of finite formulas and number sequences, representing all formulas that one encounters and all branch choices one makes in any complete path from the tree's root to one of its leaves. This concept will soon be needed for defining correctness of expansion proofs.
Definition 4 (Formula Branch). We define a function Brp¨q (for branch) that maps an expansion tree with merges to a finite set tl 1 , . . . , l k u, where each l i is some list made of formulas and the integers 1 or 2.
A very simple property that we shall use without further mentioning is the following. Lemma 1. Let E be an expansion tree and F a sub-tree of E. Then there is a formula sequence s such that for every r P BrpF q, it holds that s, r P BrpEq.
Proof. By a straightforward induction on E.
Expansion proofs will be defined as sequences of expansion trees and cuts satisfying a number of properties. The correctness criterion of expansion tree proofs [20] , as well as those of proof forests [13] and Herbrand nets [19] , have two main components: 1. a tautology-condition on one or more quantifier-free formulas and 2. an acyclicity condition on one or more orderings. These conditions can be interpreted, logically, as ensuring that expansion proofs represents logical proofs, semantically, as defining correct winning strategies in Coquand games with backtracking [13, 1] . While the tautology condition of [20] generalizes to the setting of cuts in a straightforward way, the acyclicity condition needs a bit more work: in the setting of cut-free expansion trees it is enough to require the acyclicity of an order on the D-expansions. In our setting that includes cuts we also have to speak about the order of cuts (w.r.t. each other and w.r.t. D-expansions). To simplify our treatment of this order we also include @-expansions. Together this leads to the following inference ordering constraints.
Definition 5 (Dependency Relation). Let P " C, E, where C is a sequence of cuts and E a sequence of expansion trees. We will define the dependency relation ă P , which is a binary relation on the set of expansions and cut occurrences in P. First, we define the binary relation ă 0 P (writing ă 0 if P is clear from the context) as the least relation satisfying: As clauses 1-4 never relate two cuts, there is no ă P -cycle containing cuts only, thus ă P is cyclic iff w ă P w for an expansion w: we will make use of this property without further mention.
We now define the concept of expansion proof. In the following, lists of expansion trees and cuts will be identified modulo permutation of their elements.
Definition 6 (Expansion Proofs). Let C " C 1 , . . . , C n be a sequence of cuts and let E " E 1 , . . . , E m be a sequence of expansion trees. Let P " C, E. We define ShpPq " ShpEq, which corresponds to the end-sequent of a sequent calculus proof, and DppPq " DppEq, DppCq, which is a sequent of quantifier-free formulas, and
1. (weak regularity) for every S and T in P, if s, @xA, Arα{xs, s 1 P BrpT q and r, @xB, Brα{xs, r 1 P BrpSq, then s " r, A " B and S, T are both trees or both cuts.
(acyclicty)
ă P is acyclic, that is, x ă P x holds for no x.
(validity)
DppPq is a tautology, that is, a valid sequent.
(eigenvariable condition) For every @-expansion`α in P, the variable α does not occur in
ShpEq.
An important difference of expansion proofs with respect to other formalisms, such as proof forests [13] and Herbrand nets [19] , is that the same @-expansion can occur multiple times. This phenomenon is very natural, as soon as one realizes that the weak regularity condition that we have imposed corresponds to an interpretation of eigenvariables as Skolem functions. Namely, weak regularity ensures: that the same witness is only used for the same formula with same parameters; that an expansion proof can always be transformed into one satisfying the usual regularity condition that every @-expansion occurs exactly one time [20] . This last property, that we shall not prove, guarantees that we are still working with the familiar objects. Our weak regularity condition offers, however, a great technical advantage. Namely, the definition of cut-reduction becomes much easier, as it avoids the heavy restructuring of the expansion trees which would be needed to prevent duplication of @-expansions. Condition 2 and 3 embody Miller's correctness criterion. Condition 4 could be formulated as asking that ShpPq does not contain free variables. But the real trouble is indeed that if P is such that ShpPq contains free variables, then the eigenvariable of some @-expansion may be contained in ShpPq, so that P would not represent a proof of ShpPq. This issue will become transparent in Section 3, where we show that the notion of expansion proof represents indeed a sound and complete proof system with respect to classical first-order validity. Moreover, again because that the eigenvariable of some @-expansion could be contained in ShpPq, without condition 4 the notion of expansion proof would not be closed under the cut-reduction that we shall provide in Section 4.
Example 1.
Consider the straightforward proof of P paq Ñ Dz Qpzq from Dy@x pP pxq Ñ Qpf pyvia a cut on @xDy pP pxq Ñ Qpf pyqqq. In negation normal form these formulas are P paq_Dz Qpzq, Dy@x pP pxq _ Qpf pyqqq, and @xDy pP pxq _ Qpf pyqqq. The proof will be represented by the expansion proof P " tE`, E´u, E 1 , E 2 where E`" Dx@y pP pxq^Qpf pyqqq`a p @y pP paq^Qpf pyqqq`γ P paq^Qpf pγE´" @xDy pP pxq _ Qpf pyqqq`β p Dy pP pβq _ Qpf pyqqq`α pP pβq _ Qpf pαE 1 " @yDx pP pxq^Qpf pyqqq`α p Dx pP pxq^Qpf pαqqq`β P pβq^Qpf pα
We have ShpPq " ShpE 1 , E 2 q " @yDx pP pxq^Qpf pyqqq, P paq _ Dz Qpzq and DppPq " DppE`q^DppE´q, DppE 1 q, DppE 2 q " pP paq^Qpf pγqqq^pP pβq _ Qpf pαqqq, P pβq^Qpf pαqq, P paq _ Qpf pγqq
Note that DppPq is a tautology (of the form A^B, B, A). Let us now consider the dependency relation induced by P: in P each term belongs to at most one D-and at most one @-expansion.
In such a situation we can uniformly write all expansions as Qt for some term t and Q P tD, @u. The expansions of P are then written as Da, @γ, @β, Dα, @α, Dβ, and Df pγq. Furthermore, P contains a single cut C. Then ă 0 is exactly:
there is no v ă 0 C as the cut formula of C is variable-free.
As the reader is invited to verify, ă is acyclic.
Expansion Proofs and Sequent Calculus
In this section we will clarify the relationship between our expansion proofs and the sequent calculus. The concrete version of sequent calculus is of no significance to the results presented here, they hold mutatis mutandis for every version that is common in the literature. For technical convenience, we treat sequents as multisets of formulas in Section §3.1 and as sets of formulas in Section §3.2.
Definition 7. The calculus LK is defined as follows: initial sequents are of the form Γ, A, A
for an atom A. The inference rules are
with the usual side conditions: α must not appear in Γ, @x A and t must not contain a variable which is bound in A.
An LK-proof is called regular if each two @-inferences have different eigenvariables and different from the free variables in the conclusion of the proof. From now on we assume w.l.o.g. that all LK-proofs are regular.
From Sequent Calculus to Expansion Proofs
In this section we describe how to read off expansion trees from LK-proofs (with sequents as multisets), thus obtaining a completeness theorem for expansion proofs. For representing a formula A that is introduced by (implicit) weakening we use the natural coercion of A into an expansion tree, denoted by
Definition 8. For an LK-proof π define the expansion proof
Exppπq by induction on π:
If π is an initial sequent Γ, A, A, thus with
ith Exppπ A q " P A , E A and Exppπ B q " P B , E B where ShpE A q "
A and ShpE B q " B, then Exppπq " pP A , P B , E A^EB q.
If
pP, @x A`α Eq.
Art{xs, then Exppπq " pP, E, Dx A`t E t q.
for A positive with Exppπ`q " P`, E`and Exppπ´q " P´, Eẃ
here ShpE`q " A and ShpE´q " A, then Exppπq " ppE`, E´q, P`, P´q.
Theorem 2 (Completeness).
If π is an LK-proof of a sequent Γ, then Exppπq is an expansion proof such that Shpπq " Γ. If π is cut-free, then so is Exppπq.
Proof. That Exppπq satisfies weak regularity and the eigenvariable condition follows directly from the definitions as we are dealing with regular LK-proofs only, thus we are constructing regular expansion proofs as well. By a straightforward induction on π one shows that DppExppπqq is a tautology. Acyclicity is also shown inductively by observing that if α is a free variable in the end-sequent of π, then α is not an eigenvariable in Exppπq. This implies that if w is the new expansion introduced in the construction of Exppπq, and v is an old expansion in Exppπq, then w ą v, which in turn yields acyclicity.
From Expansion Proofs to Sequent Calculus
In this section we show how to construct an LK-proof (with sequents as sets) from a given expansion proof. To this aim we introduce a calculus LKE, generalizing the treatment in [20] , that works on sequences of expansion trees and cuts instead of sequents of formulas.
Definition 9. The axioms of LKE are of the form P, A, A for an atom A. The inference rules are
with the following side conditions: ShpE 1 q " . . . " ShpE n q for the cut rule; The reader is invited to note that ShpPq, @x A does not include the cut formulas of P, though they may -and indeed often have to -contain the eigenvariable α. An important feature of the above calculus, which is easily verified, is that if π is an LKE-proof, then Shpπq -defined as the result of replacing in π each sequence P of expansion trees and cuts with ShpPq -is a LK-proof. In the following proof we describe how to transform expansion proofs to LK-proofs. Theorem 3 (Soundness). If P is an expansion proof of a sequent Γ, then there is an LK-proof of Γ. If P is cut-free, then so is the LK-proof.
Proof. It is enough to construct an LKE-proof π of P, as then Shpπq is a proof of ShpPq " Γ. The construction will be carried out by induction on the number of nodes in P. The inductive statement we are going to prove is: if P is an expansion proof, then there is a LKE-proof π of P.
If P contains only literals, the thesis is obvious. If P " P 1 , E 1 _ E 2 for some P 1 , E 1 and E 2 , then P 1 , E 1 , E 2 is a strictly smaller expansion proof. By the induction hypothesis we obtain an LKE-proofs π 1 of P 1 , E 1 , E 2 from which a proof of P is obtained by an _-inference. For P " P 1 , E 1^E2 , proceed analogously. So assume there are no top-level conjunctions or disjunctions. We observe that for any non-top-level quantifier expansion there is some top-level quantifier expansion that dominates it, and is smaller than it, according to ă P . Thus, the ă P -minimal quantifier expansions are all top-level. By the acyclicity of ă P there must be a ă P -minimal quantifier expansion or cut. In the case the ă P -minimal expression is a quantifier expansion, then it is a top-level one.
For the case of cut, we proceed as follows: let C " tE 1 , @x A`α F 1 u be a cut minimal with respect to ă P (if ShpCq does not begin with a quantifier the argument is easier). Then @x A, Arα{xs P BrpCq, s, which, by weak regularity of P, forces every element of P containing α to be a cut of the shape tE i , @x A`α F i u. Then, we can write
where`α does not occur in P 1 . Now,
are tautologies. To prove weak regularity of E 1 , . . . , E n , P 1 and @x A`α F 1 , . . . , @x A`α F n , P 1 , we observe that BrpE 1 , . . . , E n , P 1 q and Brp@x A`α F 1 , . . . , @x A`α F n , P 1 q are contained in BrpPq; the only issue is when a branch belongs to Brp@x A`α F i q. In this case, in order to show weak regularity, we have to show that for every branch b " s, @x A, Arα{xs, s 1 , we have that s is empty and the branch b is the branch of a tree. By weak regularity of P, the same branch b was in P a branch of a cut. Thus, it is enough to observe that b belongs to some cut tE j , @x A`α F j u, for some j " i, . . . , n, otherwise b would belong to some cut in P 1 , impossible by construction of P 1 . Furthermore, the orderings of the expansions and cuts of E 1 , . . . , E n , P 1 and @x A`α F 1 , . . . , @x A`α F n , P 1 are suborderings of ă P , hence also acyclic. Last, ShpE 1 , . . . , E n , P 1 q and Shp@x A`α F 1 , . . . , @x A`α F n , P 1 q contain the same free variables of ShpPq plus those of @xA; now, no @-expansion`β of P can have β occur in @xA, otherwise`β ă P C, contradicting the minimality assumption on C, so we have that the eigenvariable condition holds. Then, by the induction hypothesis we obtain LKE-proofs π 1 , π 2 of E 1 , . . . , E n , P 1 and @x A`α F 1 , . . . , @x A`α F n , P 1 respectively, from which a proof of P is obtained by a cut.
For the case of the minimal node being an D-expansion, let Dx A¨¨¨`t E¨¨¨be an expansion tree of P such that`t is minimal with respect to ă P . As we said,`t occurs at top-level. We move all top-level`t at the end of the lists of D-espansions relative to the corresponding top level formula. In this way, we can rewrite P as
in such a way that: ShpEq ‰ DxA for every expansion tree E in P 1 ; there are i, . . . , j such that
Then DppPq " DppQq, so they are both tautologies. To prove weak regularity of Q, we first observe that every s P BrpQq is either already contained in BrpPq or s P BrpE k q or s P BrpF h q, with i`1 ď k ď n and j`1 ď h ď m and DxA, s in BrpPq. Thus the only problematic case is when b 1 belongs to BrpPq but not to the branches of the new trees of Q, while, for instance, b 2 P BrpE k q, with i`1 ď k ď n. We show that it cannot be the case that b 1 " s, @yB, Brα{ys, s 1 and b 2 " r, @yC, Crα{ys, r 1 : assume for the sake of contradiction that it is.
Since DxA, r, @yC, Crα{ys, r 1 P BrpPq, we have s " DxA, r, by weak regularity of P. Therefore, b 1 R BrpP 1 q, so without loss of generality, say s " DxA, Ars l {xs, s 2 . But r " Art k {xs, r 2 and since s l ‰ t " t k by construction, we have a contradiction. Furthermore, the orderings of the expansions and cuts of Q are suborderings of ă P , hence also acyclic. Last, no @-expansion`β of Q can have β occur in Art{xs, otherwise either β occurs in t or β already occurs in DxA, against the assumptions on minimality of`t, in the first case, agains the assumption on P having the eigenvariable condition, in the second case. Then, by the induction hypothesis we obtain a LKE-proof π of Q, from which a proof of P is obtained by the second D rule and a number of applications of the first D rule, taking care of the rewriting of P that we made.
For the case of the minimal node being a @-expansion, let @x A`α E be an expansion tree of P such that`α is minimal with respect to ă P . As we said,`α occurs at top-level. Then @x A, Arα{xs, s P Brp@x A`α Eq, which, by weak regularity of P, forces every element of P containing`α to be an expansion tree of the shape @x A`α F . Then, we can write
where`α does not occur in P 1 . Now, DppPq " DppF 1 , . . . , F n , P 1 q, so they are both tautologies. To prove weak regularity of F 1 , . . . , F n , P 1 , it is enough to note that every s P BrpF 1 , . . . , F n , P 1 q is either already contained in BrpPq or s P F k , for 1 ď k ď n and @xA, s is in BrpPq. Thus the only problematic case is when b 1 belongs to BrpP 1 q but not to the branches of the new trees of Q, while, for instance, b 2 P BrpF k q, with 1 ď k ď n. We show that it cannot be the case that b 1 " s, @yB, Brβ{ys, s 1 and b 2 " r, @yC, Crβ{ys, r 1 : assume for the sake of contradiction that it is. We first notice that r " Arα{xs, r 2 . Moreover, since @xA, r, @yC, Crβ{ys, r 1 P BrpPq, we have s " @xA, r, by weak regularity of P. Therefore, b 1 R BrpP 1 q and we have a contradiction. Furthermore, the orderings of the expansions and cuts F 1 , . . . , F n , P 1 are suborderings of ă P , hence also acyclic. Last, no @-expansion`β of F 1 , . . . , F n , P 1 can have β occur in Arα{xs, otherwise either β " α or β already occurs in @xA, against the assumptions on`α not occurring in P 1 or against weak regularity of P 1 , in the first case, against the assumption on P having the eigenvariable condition, in the second case. Then, by the induction hypothesis we obtain a LKE-proof π of F 1 , . . . , F n , P 1 , from which a proof of P is obtained by the @ rule, because α does not occur in ShpPq.
Cut-Elimination
Given any expansion proof P there is always a cut-free expansion proof of ShpPq: by the soundness Theorem 3, transform P into an LK-proof, then perform Gentzen cut-elimination and obtain a cut-free proof; finally map it back to a cut-free expansion proof by the completeness Theorem 2. Nevertheless, the interest of expansion proofs is that they allow to investigate the combinatorics and the computational meaning of cut-elimination, with the additional advantage of factoring out tedious structural rules such as cut-permutations. In this section we indeed define a natural reduction system for expansion proofs, such that the normal forms are cut-free expansion proofs. We prove weak normalization and discuss the status of other properties such as strong normalization and confluence in comparison to other systems from the literature.
Cut-Reduction Steps
In the following, by a substitution σ we mean as usual a finite map from variables to first-order terms, and if e is any syntactic expression, eσ denote the expression resulting from e after simultaneous replacement of each variable x in the domain of σ with σpxq. To make sure that the application of a substitution transforms expansion trees into expansion trees we restrict the set of permitted substitutions: a substitution σ can only be applied to an expansion tree E, if it acts on the eigenvariables of E as a renaming, more precisely: if`α is a @-expansion of E, then σpαq is a variable. Otherwise σ would destroy the @-expansions.
While presenting our cut-reduction steps, we have to take into account weak regularity: cutreduction will duplicate sub-proofs, making it necessary to discuss the renaming of variables, as in the case of the sequent calculus. We will carefully indicate, in the case of a duplication, which subtrees should be subjected to a variable renaming and which variables are to be renamed. 
Quantifier
Step
where: σ 1 " rt 1 {α 1 . . . t 1 {α q s, . . . , σ l " rt l {α 1 . . . t l {α q s; the @-expansions`α 1 , . . . ,`α q do not occur in P; no cut in P has shallow formula DxA; η 1 , . . . , η l are renamings to fresh variables of the eigenvariables β of P, F 1 , . . . , F q such that for some 1 ď i ď q and occurrence of`α i we have`α i ă P1`β .
Propositional
where ShpE 1 _ F 1 q "¨¨¨" ShpE m _ F m q and for every C in P, ShpCq ‰ ShpE 1 _ F 1 q.
Atomic
Step tA, Au, P Þ Ñ P for an atom A.
These reduction rules are very natural: atomic cuts are simply removed and propositional cuts are decomposed. The reduction of a quantified cut is, when thinking about cut-elimination in the sequent calculus, intuitively appealing: existential cuts are replaced by cuts on a disjunction of the instances. The fact that at least one of these rules that can be applied to any expansion proof containing cuts will be proved in Theorem 6. One may think that the quantifier reduction rule already incorporates a reduction strategy, because several cuts are reduced in parallel. However, a strategy implies a choice and there is no real choice here: when the main eigenvariable occurs in other cuts, all these cuts have to be regarded as linked together, otherwise reducing one of them would destroy the soundness of the others. Moreover, all the cuts with the same shallow formula must be reduced, otherwise weak regularity would not be preserved. The reason why only the eigenvariables greater than some α i are renamed is that these are the variable indirectly affected by the substitutions rt i {αs. Semantically, the witnesses that these variables represent are influenced by the substitutions, so for each of them a new collection of eigenvariables is created. One surprising aspect of the quantifier-reduction rule is the presence of P, without a substitution applied, on the right-hand side of the rule: in general, P will contain α, and one would expect that occurrences of α are redundant (since α is "eliminated" by the rule). The reason why this occurrence of P must be present is that α is not, in fact, eliminated since some t i might contain it. This situation occurs, for example, when translating from a regular LK-proof where an D-quantifier may be instantiated by any term, and we happen to choose an eigenvariable from a different branch of the proof. In the sequent calculus, this situation can in principle be avoided by using a different witness for the D-quantifier, but realizing such a renaming in expansion proofs is technically non-trivial due to the global nature of eigenvariables. For simplicity of exposition, we therefore allow this somewhat unnatural situation and leave a more detailed analysis for future work. Note that this n`1-st copy is reminiscent of the duplication behavior of the ε-calculus [17] , see [21] for a contemporary exposition in English.
Remark 1 (On Bridges). We note that this phenomenon also occurs in the proof forests of [13] , where it is an example of bridge. Bridges, when ignored, can generate cycles in the dependency relation ă Q . In [13] , they are addressed with a pruning reduction that eliminates them and the weak normalization proof of that system depends on this pruning. In our setting, we do not need additional machinery for proving weak normalization (see Section 4.3) . The reason is our renaming policy: while in [13] every occurrence of every variable above α in the dependency relation ă Q is renamed, in our case only some of those occurrences are renamed, namely those which are not in t 1 , . . . , t n or in E 1 , . . . , E n . In such a way, bridges are broken by our cutreduction step, so that cycles in the dependency relation cannot be generated. Furthermore, the counterexample to strong normalization from [13] 
also contains a bridge; we investigate (a translation of ) this counterexample in Section 4.4 and find that it is not a counterexample in our setting for the reasons explained.

Example 2. We now consider an example of cut reduction steps, in particular when an eigenvariable γ occurs more than once.
t@xDyP px, yq`α DyP pα, yq`f pα,βq P pα, f pα, βqq, Dx@yP px, yq`q @yP pq, yq`γ P pq, γqu, t@xDyP px, yq`β DyP pβ, yq`g pα,βq P pβ, gpα, βqq, Dx@yP px, yq`q @yP pq, yq`γ P pq, γqu Þ Ñ tDyP pq, yq`f pq,qq P pq, f pq,, @yP pq, yq`γ P pq, γqu, tDyP pq, yq`g pq,qq P pq, gpq,, @yP pq, yq`γ P pq, γqu, tDyP pq, yq`f pq,qq P pq, f pq,, @yP pq, yq`γ P pq, γqu, tDyP pq, yq`g pq,qq P pq, gpq,, @yP pq, yq`γ P pq, γqu,
We see above two identical pairs of cuts, due to the first expansion containing two times the same tree. Reducing this last expansion, we obtain 8 occurrences of tP pq, f pq,, P pq, f pq, qqu and tP pp, f pp, pqq, P pp, f pp, pqu.
A simple property we are going to need is that substitution commutes with Dpp¨q, Shp¨q and Brp¨q. We now prove that the cut-reduction relation is sound.
Lemma 5 (Soundness of Cut-Reduction). If P 1 Þ Ñ P 2 and P 1 is an expansion proof, then P 2 is an expansion proof. Furthermore, ShpP 1 q " ShpP 2 q.
Proof. We only give the proof for the quantifier cut-reduction step; the proof for the other reduction steps is analogous and simpler. Let σ 1 , . . . , σ l be respectively the substitutions rt 1 {α 1 . . . t 1 {α q s, . . . , rt l {α 1 . . . t l {α q s and assume
where the @-expansions`α 1 , . . . ,`α q do not occur in P, no cut in P has shallow formula DxA and η 1 , . . . , η l are renamings to fresh variables of the eigenvariables β of P, F 1 , . . . , F q such that for some 1 ď i ď q and occurrence of`α i we have`α i ă P1`β . We observe that no α k is in the domain of any η j , otherwise for some i we would have`α i ă P1`α k , which is only possible when`α i ă P1`γ ă P1 C k where γ is an eigenvariable and C k is the k-th of the displayed cuts of P 1 . But then γ would occur in DxA, hence also`α i ă P1`α i , which contradicts the acyclicity of ă P1 . We now show that no variable γ in the domain of any η k can occur in any Arα j {xs " ShpF j q: assume by contradiction that`α i ă P1`γ and γ occurs in Arα j {xs. Then, letting C i be the i-th of the displayed cuts of P 1 , we immediately have by Definition 5 the contradiction C i ă P1`α i ă P1`γ ă P1 C i , the last relation due to γ ‰ α j as shown above, thus γ occurring in @xA and thus in ShpCq " DxA. Therefore, by Lemma 4, for every 1 ď h ď q, we have ShpF h η i σ i q " ShpF h qη i σ i " ShpF h qσ i " Art i {xs, the last equality due to α j for j ‰ i not occurring in A, otherwise`α i ă P1`α j . We have thus shown that the displayed cuts of Q are indeed between dual formulas.
We now prove several properties, namely that Q is weakly regular, DppQq is valid, ă Q is acyclic and ShpQq does not contain eigenvariables, which means that Q is an expansion proof.
Weak Regularity. Letting η 0 and σ 0 be the empty substitution, by Lemma 4 any branch in BrpQq is of the form pη i σ i , where i P t0, 1, . . . , nu and
Thus, for each p P B, either p P BrpPq or @xA, p P BrpP 1 q or DxA, p P BrpP 1 q. Assume
with S and R in Q. Let s " s, @xB, Brβ{xs, s 1 and r " r, @xC, Crδ{xs, r 1 . We first rule out that either s P B and JxA, r P B or JxA, s P B and r P B, with J P t@, Du. Indeed, since in the first case JxA, r P B and in the second case JxA, s P B belong to the branches of one of the displayed cuts of P 1 , by weak regularity of P 1 we would have that s or r belong to the branches of a cut in P with shallow formula DxA, contrary to our assumptions. Now there are two cases.
• If β is in the domain of η i , then it is also in the domain of η j and
By Definition 6 of weak regularity, we suppose η i pβq " η j pδq and then we have to check that: i) S and R are both trees or cuts; ii)
First, we have i " j and β " δ, because η i and η j are both injective and have disjoint domains by the freshness assumption on the renamings. Now, since either s P B and r P B or J 1 xA, s P B and J 2 xA, r P B, by weak regularity of P 1 we infer i) and
thus ii) also follows.
• If β is not in the domain of η i , then it is not in the domain of η j either and
Crδ{xsη j σ j " Cη j σ j rδ{xs since the @-expansions`α i ,`α j by assumption do not occur in P and thus in Q. By Definition 6 of weak regularity, we suppose β " δ and then we have to check that: i) S and R are both trees or cuts; ii)
Now, since either s P B and r P B or J 1 xA, s P B and J 2 xA, r P B, by weak regularity of P 1 we infer i) and s, @xB " r, @xC
If i " j, we are done. So assume i ‰ j. We want to show that no variable in the domain of η i σ i or of η j σ j appears in s, @xB or s, @xC, so that we are done. Indeed, if there was such a variable γ, then there would be either some expansion v containing γ or some cut v with Shpvq containing γ such that v dominates`β in P and thus v ă P1`β . By choice of η i , η j , we have`α k ă P1`γ , where k P ti, ju and moreover`γ ă P1 v; thus putting the three together,`α k ă P1`γ ă P1 v ă P1`β . Therefore, β is in the domain of η k , though we were assuming it is not.
Validity. The formula
by assumption is valid and logically implies the formulas
which then are valid too. Therefore, also the formula
We have that DppQq is equal to the formula
Now, fix any propositional truth assignment. Assume DppPq _ Ž l i"1 DppPη i σ i q is false under this assignment. By (1), we can assume DppE 1 q is true (if one among DppE 2 q, . . . , DppE l q is true, the reasoning is symmetric). Indeed, by (2), the formula DppF 1 qη 1 σ 1 _ . . . _ DppFη 1 σ 1 is true, thus the formula
is true and finally Q is true.
Acyclicity. We show that acyclicity of ă P1 implies acyclicity of ă Q . Our strategy is to map any purported cycle of Q into a cycle of P 1 . The first difficulty we are going to face is that the expansions of Q are not well-behaved copies of expansions of P 1 , because of the substitutions σ i . For example, an D-expansion`u of P could contain some α j , so that we would find`u rti{αj s in Q. The trouble is that`u rti{αj s could contain variables that were not in u, thus there could be @-expansions`β such that`β ă Q`u rti{αs but it is not the case that`β ă P1`u . This means that the relation ă Q presents entirely new paths that were not in P 1 . We might encounter paths in Q that a priori could not be mapped back to paths in P 1 : for example, a path featuring copies of old expansions suddenly followed by new ill-behaved expansion like`u rti{αj s . However, we shall take care of this issue in a next Lemma, explaining that such paths cannot end up in a cycle, because whatever path enters the "renamed zone" is stuck in it. The basic intuition is that since u contains α j , everything in relation ă Q with`u rti{αj s is under the scope of the renaming η j and all the renamed @-expansion have a renamed variable that can "jump" only in the renamed zone. The second difficulty we are going to encounter is that one of the new displayed cuts tE k , F h η k σ k u of Q may have no direct correspondents in P 1 . Again, the problem is that the term t k introduced by the substitution σ k could add some variable β to the shallow formula Art k {xs of the new cut which is not in the shallow formula DxA of the original cuts. In this case, some @-expansion`β would be in relation with the new cut tE k , F h η k σ k u of Q, but with none of the old ones of P 1 . In this case the new cut will be mapped to`t k , in all others to the old cut tDx A`t i E i¨¨¨`t j E j , @xĀ`α s F s u such that i ď k ď j. But when the new cut is mapped to t k , one has to make sure that the new cut is not in relation in the cycle with some expansion in F h η k σ k , otherwise the mapping we wish to build would fail. Luckily, the old expansion`β of P 1 (β occurs in t k ) cannot jump in the "renamed zone" if it is part of a cycle. The "renamed zone" argument settles the issue also when s ‰ h, which would cause our mapping to fail in the way we have just discussed.
Let us now work out the formal details. Consider any cycle
Then each v i is either of the form w i η k σ k for some w i which is an old expansion or cut belonging to P 1 or v i is one of the new displayed cuts tE k , F h η k σ k u of Q; in this second case, we define w i to be the displayed cut tDx A`t i E i¨¨¨`t j E j , @xĀ`α s F s u of P 1 such that i ď k ď j, if the eigenvariable of the @-expansion v i´1pmod mq does not occur in t k , or to be the displayed occurrence of`t k in P 1 otherwise. We want to show that
First of all we need the following:
"Renamed Zone" Lemma. Suppose α P tα 1 , . . . , α q u. If there are k and j ą 0 such that α ă P1 w k and v k occurs in Pη j σ j or F h η j σ j , then for all i,`α ă P1 w i and v i occurs in Pη j σ j or F h η j σ j .
Proof of the Lemma. Since we are dealing with a cycle, we may assume without loss of generality that k " 1. We proceed by induction on i, the case i " 1 being already settled. Suppose by induction hypothesis that`α ă P1 w i and v i occurs in Pη j σ j or F h η j σ j and thus w i occurs in P or F h . If v i dominates v i`1 , then w i dominates w i`1 and thus`α ă P1 w i`1 and v i`1 occurs in Pη j σ j or F h η j σ j . Suppose then v i is a @-expansion, thus also w i "`β is a @-expansion and the eigenvariable of v i occurs in v i`1 or Shpv i`1 q. Since`α ă P1`β and v i P Pη j σ j or F h η j σ j , we have v i "`η j pβq . Now, η j pβq is fresh and as it occurs in v i`1 or Shpv i`1 q, we have that v i`1 must occur in Pη j σ j or F h η j σ j . Moreover, v i`1 cannot be one of the new cuts of Q, because Shpwq would not contain η j pβq. Therefore, v i`1 " w i`1 η j σ j ; since η j pβq occurs in v i`1 and is fresh, it also occurs in w i`1 η j and thus β must occur in w i`1 or Shpw i`1 q, so that`α ă P1`β ă P1 w i`1 , which ends the proof of the Lemma.
We now prove, by induction on i, that for every i, w i ă P1 w i`1 (in the following the indexes i of w i and v i will be taken modulo m).
If v i dominates v i`1 , there are three possibilities:
• w i is an old cut or expansion of P 1 and v i " w i η k σ k . Then also v i`1 " w i`1 η k σ k , where w i`1 is an old expansion of P 1 , therefore also w i dominates w i`1 and we get w i ă P1 w i`1 .
• w i is the displayed cut tDx A`
In the first case, v i`1 " w i`1 , thus w i ă P1 w i`1 . The second case is not possible:
and by the "Renamed Zone" Lemma,`α h ă P1 w i´1 and v i´1 occurs in Pη k σ k or F h η k σ k . Moreover, v i´1 "`β, with β occurring in Art k {xs. Thus β must be a variable of P 1 and`α h ă P1 w i´1 "`β. But then`β cannot occur in Pη k σ k or F h η k σ k , because β is in the domain, but not in the range, of η k : contradiction.
The second case is excluded as before. In the first case, v i`1 " w i`1 , therefore w i ă P1 w i`1 .
Suppose then v i is an @-expansion and thus w i "`γ is a @-expansion as well. We have two cases.
1. v i "`η j pγq . Now, as v i ă Q v i`1 , we know that η j pγq occurs in v i`1 or in Shpv i`1 q. Moreover, v i`1 cannot be one of the new displayed cuts of Q, because Shpv i`1 q " Art k {xs or Shpv i`1 q " Art k {xs and since η j pγq is fresh, it cannot occur in those formulas. Thus v i`1 is the result of a substitution in an old cut (resp. expansion) w i`1 , so Shpv i`1 q " Shpw i`1 qη k rt k {αs (resp. v i`1 " w i`1 η k rt k {αs). Since η j pγq is fresh, it cannot occur in t k , therefore j " k and γ must occur also in Shpw i`1 q (resp. w i`1 ) and thus w i "`γ ă P1 w i`1 . 2. v i "`γ and γ occurs in v i`1 or in Shpv i`1 q. Now we are left with two possibilities.
•
and we are done. Moreover, if no α P tα 1 , . . . , α q u occurs in w i`1 or γ does not occur in t k , then γ occurs in w i`1 , which means w i ă P1 w i`1 . Suppose thus by contradiction that they do. Then`α ă P1 w i`1 and v i`1 occurs in Pη k σ k or F h η k σ k . By the "Renamed Zone" Lemma, we conclude that`α ă P1`γ and`γ occurs in Pη k σ k or F h η k σ k : but then γ is in the domain of η k , whereas`γ occurs in P or F h , contradiction.
Eigenvariable condition. The fact that the eigenvariable of every @-expansion of Q does not occur in ShpQq is ensured by ShpQq " ShpPq and the new @-expansion having fresh eigenvariables.
Complexity Measures
Let Ñ denote the reflexive, transitive closure of the mapping Þ Ñ. Our next aim is to prove weak normalization of our reduction system Ñ. It turns out that a parallel version of the proof strategy for cut-elimination can be applied to expansion trees. Equipped with this observation, we can adapt to our setting the notion of rank of a cut and the notion of maximal cut of maximal rank, which in turn will allow us to prove weak normalization. In fact, these notions can be formulated in a natural way using the language of expansion trees we have introduced so far. In sequent calculus, a maximal cut is just a cut of maximal rank having no cut of the same rank above it in the proof tree. In our setting, the geometry of the proof is represented by the dependency relation between cuts, so a maximal cut of maximal rank is just a cut of maximal rank which is not smaller, according to the dependency relation, than any cut of that rank.
Definition 11 (Rank of a Cut, Maximal Cut). Let P be an expansion proof with merges and C a cut of P. We define rkpCq as the logical complexity of ShpCq and we call it the rank of C. We call C maximal if for all cuts D of P, rkpDq ď rkpCq and rkpDq " rkpCq implies that C ć P D.
Weak Normalization
This section is dedicated to proving that there exists a terminating strategy for the application of the cut-reduction rules. Given an expansion proof P, our reduction strategy will be based on picking maximal cuts and reducing them in parallel.
Theorem 6 (Weak Normalization). For every expansion proof Q there is a cut-free expansion proof Q˚such that Q Ñ Q˚and ShpQq " ShpQ˚q.
Proof. We partition the collection of cuts occurring in Q in equivalence classes, by means of the equivalence relation
We now proceed by induction on the pair pr, kq, where r is the greatest among the ranks of the cuts in Q and k is the number of equivalence classes whose cuts have rank r. If Q is already cut-free, we are done. Otherwise, we wish to single out a maximal equivalence class: an equivalence class whose cuts are all maximal.
We first prove that a maximal equivalence class exists. Consider the relation ă between equivalence classes defined as follows: A ă B if and only if there is a C P A such that C ă Q D for every D in B. We begin by showing that this relation is not cyclic. Suppose indeed by contradiction that
Secondly, we show that that for any equivalence classes A and B, if we assume there are C P A, D P B such that C ă Q D, then A ă B. Indeed, since C ă Q D, we have a chain of cuts or expansions C ă Q w 1 ă Q . . . ă Q w n ă Q D; moreover, by Definition 5, w n must be a @-expansion`β such that β occurs in ShpDq. By definition of the relation ", for every E P B, we have ShpEq " ShpDq. Therefore, C ă Q w 1 ă Q . . . ă Q w n ă Q E. We conclude A ă B. Third, suppose by contradiction that there is no maximal equivalence class, assuming there is at least one equivalence class. We want to show that for every equivalence class A whose cuts have rank r, there is an equivalence class B whose cuts have rank r such that A ă B; since there are finitely many equivalence classes, this implies that the relation ă is cyclic, a contradiction. Indeed, consider any equivalence class A whose cuts have rank r. By assumption, there is a cut C P A such that C ă Q D, with D of rank r. Let B the equivalence class of D. By definition of ", all cuts of B have rank r, and by what we have proved above, A ă B, which is what we wanted to show. Now let us consider the possible reduction steps. Quantifier
Step. If there is at least a cut whose shallow formula is an existential formula, let σ 1 , . . . , σ l be respectively the substitutions rt 1 {α 1 . . . t 1 {α q s, . . . , rt l {α 1 . . . t l {α q s, A be a maximal equivalence class and
where the @-expansions`α 1 , . . . ,`α q do not occur in P, no cut in P has shallow formula DxA and η 1 , . . . , η l are renamings to fresh variables of the eigenvariables β of P, F 1 , . . . , F q such that for some 1 ď i ď q and occurrence of`α i we have`α i ă P1`β . First of all, we observe that it is alway possible to satisfy the condition that no`α i occurs in P: by weak regularity of Q, every occurrence of`α i is on the right of the shallow formula @xA of some cut.
be any cut of rank r in P. We want to prove that neither α i nor any variable γ in the domain of any η k can occur in Dx B or be equal to β. Indeed, α i by hypothesis must be different from β and if it occurred in Dx B, we would have by Definition 5 that for every C P A, C ă Q`α ă Q D, contradicting the maximality of C. Moreover, if γ in the domain of any η k occurred in Dx B, then for some C P A, C ă Q`α i ă Q`γ ă Q D, contradicting the maximality of C; on the other hand, if γ were equal to β, then for some C P A, C ă Q`α i ă Q`β , therefore we would have a chain of expansions or cuts`α i ă Q w 1 ă Q . . . ă Q w n ă Q`β , so that w n " D, contradicting the maximality of C.
Let now D 1 , . . . , D m be the cuts of rank r in P. Then, for each i,
with no cut of rank r appearing in P i . Let m u, P where P does not contain any other cut of rank r. Then, the number of equivalence classes of cuts of rank r in Q 1 is strictly smaller than k, because propositional cuts are not in relation " with any other cut and form singleton classes. By induction hypothesis, Q 1 Ñ Q˚, with Qc ut-free, which is the thesis.
Atomic
Step. As in the previous case.
Strong Normalization
Having shown weak normalization of the cut-reduction rules in the previous section, it is important to turn to the question of strong normalization, i.e. whether all reduction sequences are of finite length. We conjecture that our cut-reduction rules are indeed strongly normalizing, and present some evidence for this claim by discussing how our reduction rules behave on a translation of the example [13, Figure 16 ], which shows how bridges can cause infinite loops in the setting of proof forests. This example can be translated as an expansion proof of the form pC`, C´q, J with J the atomic formula "true" and C`" Dx P pxq`c P pcq`f pαq P pf pαqq C´" @x P pxq`α P pαq
We have no issue at all:
pC`, C´q Þ Ñ tP pcq, P pcqu, tP pf pαqq, P pf pαqqu, J, Jrc{αs, Jrf pαq{αs \ Ñ tP pcq, P pcqu, tP pf pαqq, P pf pαqqu, J Þ Ñ J This is essentially due to the different treatment of bridges (i.e. dependencies between different sides of a cut, see Section 4.1) in our formalism: at the core of the non-termination of [13, Figure  14 ] lies the bridge in pC`, C´q [13, Figure 16 ] which induces a cycle. In the setting of proof forests, the non-termination due to bridges is handled by adding a pruning reduction, having the task of removing bridges as soon as they appear. In our setting we are able to get by naturally without pruning. This is due to our different renaming and duplication policy: not everything greater in the dependency relation than the cut is duplicated and renamed. In particular, the expansion`f pαq is not duplicated, even if it is above α in the dependency relation.
Confluence
It is well-known that cut-elimination and similar procedures in classical logic are typically non confluent, see e.g. [24, 23, 4] for case studies and [3, 15] for asymptotic results. Neither the proof forests of [13] nor the Herbrand nets of [19] have a confluent reduction. The situation is analogous in our formalism: the reduction is not confluent. In fact, one can use the same example to demonstrate this; let P "tDx A`s Ars{xs`t Art{xs, @x A`α Arα{xsu, tDx B`α Brα{xs, @x B`β Brβ{xsu, DxDy C`α pDy Crα{xs`β Crx{α, y{βsq.
which is the translation of [13, Figure 12 ] into an expansion proof with cut. Then it can be verified by a quick calculation that the choice of reducing either the cut on A or that on B first determines which of two normal forms is obtained. However cut-elimination in classical logic can be shown confluent on the level of the (cut-free) expansion tree on a certain class of proofs [16] . For future work we hope to use such techniques for describing a confluent reduction in expansion proofs whose normal form is unique and most general in the sense that it contains all other normal forms as sub-expansions.
Conclusion
We showed in this paper that a relatively simple syntactic approach to expansion proofs with cut is possible. We strived for keeping the definitions and the technical details as elementary as possible. Our effort should have set the ground for addressing open combinatorial problems such as strong normalization. The price to pay for simpler reductions, however, is that we duplicate more than in Heijltjes' proof forests. This issue could be solved by an operation of merging copies of similar trees, but that should rather be understood as an optimization, rather than a theoretical necessity. Moreover, merging tends to destroy the connection with operational game semantics. In either case, however, we do not see a perfect correspondence between our cutelimination process and Coquand style plays. Copying part of the old expansion proof during the quantifier reduction step, in particular, does not seem to admit a game theoretic reading. Heijltjes' proof forests, on the contrary, avoid this copy. However, a perfect correspondence with game semantics is still a general open problem, as neither proof forests nor Herbrand nets enjoy one.
